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I . INTRODUCTION

Although electric propulsion for marine ships goes back more than 100 years,

the modern age of electric propulsion and electric ships emerged with the

retrofit of Queen Elizabeth 2 in 1988 when the shipping industry began to

introduce electric propulsion as a solution to improve fuel efficiency and reduce

carbon emission. Electric ships also

resulted in improved controllability of

the vessels during ship maneuvering
and docking. All this became possible

with the development and advance-

ment of semiconductor switching

devises. Most cruise ships today are

all-electric, meaning that they have

electric propulsion in addition to

electric distribution for hotel loads.

Many cargo ships, icebreakers, and
smaller supply/service vessels are also

going to electric propulsion. Cruise

ships, liquefied natural gas (LNG)

carriers, and drilling vessels with

dynamic positioning systems have

taken advantage of the power plant

model where electricity can be pro-

duced at any time with optimum
running of the prime movers, and scheduling the plants based on the loads

of the ship. The key drivers for the commercial ship business to convert to all-

electric ship propulsion include environmental requirements and cost of

operation leading to the need for reduced fuel consumption and reduced

environmental emission; increased efficiency of the prime movers (gen-

erators) because they can be run at optimum speed; better efficiency of the

electric propulsion motors at lower loading and speed; improved dynamic

response and fuel savings resulting from the use of energy storage; reduced
weight, size, and footprint of the electrical equipment; more flexible

equipment placement, resulting in

increased space for payloads, e.g.,

more cabins in a cruise ship; reduced

manpower through more automation

and better safety management sys-

tems; and reduced lifecycle costs
through reduced maintenance.

Because these advantages all come

with challenges, the adoption of

electric ships has tended to be both

opportunistic and targeted. The chal-

lenges are broad.

• All energy for a ship is stored in

fuel. Good engineering is need-

ed to determine when it is cost

effective to provide additional
energy storage for the electrical

energy produced by the fuel.

• Low-speed, high-torque elec-

tric motors tend to be large.

• Power electronics require large

volumes, particularly due to

the passive components. The

use of wide-bandgap semicon-
ductor systems to increase the

frequency and so reduce the

size of the passive components

is an emerging approach to

address this challenge.

• The cable plant is large.

So, while the use of electric ships

is growing, this is very much an

emerging application benefitting

from the maturation of a range of

new technologies.

This special issue provides
a comprehensive
treatment of the history of
electric ship propulsion,
the present status of both
commercial and military
electric ships, and the
ongoing research that will
lead to the fully integrated
all-electric ship.
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These drivers are also important to
electric naval combatants, but the

biggest drivers are the need to accom-

modate multimission capability and

the increasing loads in future comba-

tants, such as electrokinetic energy

weapons (electromagnetic rail gun)

and high-power sensors such as ad-

vanced radars and lasers. These new
electric loads are likely to rival or sur-

pass the propulsion load of a warship in

the next 25 years. Thus, the generation

capacity of these ships can exceed

100 MW to meet the load requirements.

The U.S. Navy has a long history in

electric navy ships. The U.S. Navy com-

missioned the first electric ship in 1913,
the USS Jupiter (which was a collier),

followed by the USS New Mexico, the

first Navy electric propulsion combat-

ant in 1918, and with the USS Jupiter
recommissioned as the first Navy air-

craft carrier, the USS Langley in 1922.

In 2010, electric ships propulsion was

deployed in combatants by the navies
of Great Britain, The Netherlands,

Germany, France, Italy, Greece,

Morocco, and Australia. The U.S. Navy

commissioned the LHD-8 Amphibious

Assault ship in 2010 with a hybrid

electric drive, and three surface com-

batants of the DDG-1000 Zumwalt

class destroyers are under construc-
tion with electric propulsion and a

single unified electrical systemVthe

integrated power systems (IPSs).

The electric ships with electric

generation, IPSs, and dynamic loads

will surpass the land-based microgrids

in terms of automation, control, and

design for reliability and will be the
ultimate ‘‘smart grid’’ in complexity.

Moreover, the underlying technology

has commonality with emerging land-

based microgrids, modern control the-

ory, and advanced electrical machines.

This special issue has broad appeal,

as it will cover a cross section of core

and multidisciplinary issues of interest
to the IEEE and marine community.

II . ISSUE OVERVIEW

This special issue of the Proceedings

of the IEEE on the topic of Electric

Ship Technologies comprises 13 invit-

ed papers from the world leaders in
the field.

The invited contributions include

‘‘History and state of the art in

commercial electric ship propulsion,

integrated power systems, and future

trends’’ by Hansen and Wendt and

‘‘History and the status of electric ship

propulsion, integrated power systems,
and future trends in the U.S. Navy’’ by

Doerry et al. These two ‘‘global’’ over-

view papers on commercial and mili-

tary development and applications of

electric ships set the stage for introduc-

tion, overview, and status of the details

of several ship system technologies, and

include early-stage ship design methods
(‘‘Early-stage design for electric ship’’

by Chalfant), hybrid propulsion sys-

tems (‘‘Hybrid electric drive for naval

combatants’’ by Alexander), IPSs

(‘‘Integrated power systemsVAn out-

line of requirements and functional-

ities for ships’’ by McCoy), advances in

power conversion (‘‘Advances in power
conversion and drives for shipboard

systems’’ by Wang et al.) and converter

controls (‘‘Control architecture for

high power electronics converters’’ by

Ginn et al.), propulsion motor tech-

nologies (‘‘Motors for ship propulsion’’

by Kirtley, Jr. et al.), and ship and

motor development in Japan (‘‘Electric
propulsion motor development for

commercial ships in Japan’’ by

Yanamoto et al.), dynamics of load

and integration of storage (‘‘Dynamic

load and storage integration’’ by

Hebner et al.), power flow control

and IPS network stability (‘‘Power

flow control and network stability in
an all-electric ship’’ by Cupelli et al.),

electric power for shipYshore con-

nection (‘‘Shore-to-ship power’’ by

Sulligoi et al.), and finally the role of

modeling and simulation in the design

and verification of IPS concepts (‘‘Role

of power hardware in the loop in mod-

eling and simulation for experimenta-
tion in power and energy systems’’ by

Edrington et al.).

The first paper (Hansen and

Wendt) shows that the potential for

the beneficial use of electric ships has

been recognized since the early success

in harnessing electricity. For modern

commercial ships, the main reason for
going to electric propulsion is the

potential for fuel savings compared to

conventional mechanical propulsion

systems. Icebreakers were early adap-

tors of electric propulsion because of

the superior performance of the

electric-driven propeller. The develop-

ment and improvements in converter
technologies and the integrated power

system using direct current (dc) distri-

bution and energy storage allowed

multiple energy sources to meet the

increasing electric loads, and opened

the application of several vessel types

such as all-electric ferries using bat-

teries, and drilling ships with advanced
positioning systems.

The U.S. Navy has been maturing

electric ship technologies over several

decades (Doerry et al.). The electric

ship technologies have been introduced

into auxiliary ships (e.g., oilers), the

latest aircraft carriers, the Gerald Ford

class, and the Zumwalt class destroyers
with the first warship IPS. This devel-

opment is driven by the development of

electricity-based weapon systems, such

as lasers, radars, rail guns, and electro-

magnetic launch and retrieval systems

for aircraft carriers.

Early-stage ship design concepts

present the designers with the tools to
integrate emerging technology with

proven approaches. In ship design,

the decisions of greatest impact are

made early in the design stage when

the greatest uncertainty about the final

product is present. Chalfant reviews

the Navy ship design process and

introduces ship design tools that are
collaborative and makes more informa-

tion available from various design

groups to facilitate an integrated ap-

proach to modern ship design, includ-

ing the hull form, the propulsion

system, the integrated power system,

heating and cooling requirements, etc.

Hybrid electric drive developments for
high-performance naval combatants

are presented by Alexander. This paper

also reviews the backfitting of the

hybrid drive to existing power genera-

tion and ship architectures, as well as

the potential benefits of fuel savings

and emission reduction.
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The concept of an integrated pow-
er system is introduced by McCoy,

where he describes the various IPS

architecture options available to the

ship designers and the benefits af-

forded by the IPS, including reduced

operating cost, flexibility in arranging

major loads and generation, including

weapon loads, and provides superior
reliability and survivability of the

total ship.

Power electronic converters are

key enablers for the modern all-

electric ship. Wang et al. introduces

some of the key advances made in

power electronics with a focus on ship

electric power applications. The po-
tential impact from the emerging

wide-bandgap technologies such as

SiC and GaN devices is described,

and the impact includes higher effi-

ciency increased power density and

smaller size, allowing medium-voltage

class drives and converters for alter-

nating current (ac) and dc systems as
well as solid state transformers.

Modern power electronic devices

require control and protection sys-

tems that can be upgraded and with

added new features without impacting

adjacent control architectures and the

converter hardware. Ginn et al. dis-

cuss the hierarchical control archi-
tecture in high power electronic

converters and define partitioning

strategies, functions, and parameters

that must be handled. The common

control layers include hardware con-

trol layers for the power hardware,

switching control layers for managing

the switching logics and sequences,
converter control layers for the com-

mon converter functions, and the

application control layer and system

control layers.

Several ship types, such as ice-

breakers and cruise ships to ferries,

tankers, and marine drilling platforms

are taking advantage of fuel flexibility
and improved maneuvering ability by

adopting electrical propulsion. The

issue is included in three papers that

discuss the various types, advantages,

and developments of electric propul-

sion motors for ship applications.

Kirtley et al. describe the features of

several major classes of motors that
are suitable for ship propulsion, such

as dc (commutator) motors, induction

motors, synchronous motors, doubly

fed machines, and superconducting

motors. Yanamoto et al. discuss the

electric propulsion development in

Japan that aims at special purpose

vessels, such as ice breakers and arctic
observation ships, with the focus of

this development on superconducting

motors on achieving high efficiency

and size reduction.

Modern technology combined

with the desire to minimize size and

weight of a ship’s power system has

resulted in renewed interest in the
integrated power system to facilitate

the support of various dynamic/

variable loads that may require peak

loads in excess of the available gener-

ation capacity on the ship. Hebner et al.
describe the developments and applica-

tions of several energy storage technol-

ogies such as batteries, capacitors, and
rotation machines to facilitate ride

through capability for gas turbines,

and applications of these to stabilize

the ship IPS during transients resulting

from the dynamic loads, including

insight into when to stage gas turbines

versus energy storage.

The evolution of computing and
telecommunications provides the op-

portunity to control the ship power

system with heretofore unachievable

levels of control. Cupelli et al. com-

pare the various approaches to power

flow control and network stability of

integrated ship power system. A

‘‘smart’’ ship power system achieved
through power electronic technolo-

gies and controls and ‘‘smarter’’ gen-

eration through the power electronic

interface is described to achieve the

power flow control and network

stability in a ship IPS with medium-

voltage dc distribution.

Environmental conditions in-
creasingly require that ships in port

reduce emission from the generators.

Sulligoi et al. review the rules, prin-

ciples, and technologies for providing

electric power to the ship when in

port from a shore-based connection,

such as a port substation.

In a range of fields, new designs are
increasingly being evaluated through a

combination of modeling and simula-

tion with hardware-in-the-loop testing.

Edrington et al. describe the applica-

tion of modeling and simulation to

achieve verification and validation of

the results through experimental test-

ing using hardware-in-the-loop strate-
gies in a rigorous and dynamic manner.

The paper presents the state of the art

of hardware in the loop and presents

sample cases to show the impact of this

technology combining software and

hardware on performance and reduced

R&D cost and time.

III . SUMMARY AND
CONCLUSION

The papers presented in this Special

Issue on Electric Ship Technologies are

designed to give the readers a compre-

hensive overview of various ships/

vessels in which electric propulsion
and electric power distribution are

making significant advances in the

design, operational flexibility, and resil-

iency of the ship systems. The advances

in power electronics and controls are

important in making electric ships

feasible and affordable. In-depth discus-

sion and status of the various technol-
ogies and their developments are

presented and future developments are

outlined to achieve operational efficien-

cy, reduced size and weight of the

equipment, reduced manpower for

operation, and energy efficiency.

We wish to thank all the contri-

butors for their stimulating and
thoughtful presentation of the tech-

nologies and systems that makes up

the electric ship both in commercial

application and in naval combatants.

The peer reviewers are also gratefully
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Vaishali Damle, the Managing Editor
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